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ABS'TRACT
Energy and its etfective utilization are of paramount importance especially in this era of ever increasing

demand for energy coupled wilh incessant interruption of power supply from the national gritl. Tltis stucly
inve,stigated the linancial implications of incessant potler Vutages by Power tlolding Company of Nigeria PHCN.

In this sumey work, 7up hottling company ilorin was used as a case study. For fair assessment, data on errerg!
usealfor three consecutive years Le, 2004, 2005 and 2006 were collectetl The sources of energy used werc identified
and evaluated SpeciJicolly, the study compared the use of diesel through the use of 3 captive power geileratorc and
electricity supplied by PHCN. The data collected was processed and analysed, The cost of obtaining electrical energlt
front each source ofsupply was also calculated

From the study, it was found out that, the percentages of PHCN to diesel energt used for years 2004, 2005 and
2006 were 6l %, 70.76 ok and 76.08 % respectively. In the similar manner, the corresponding values obtainedfor
percentage energ! supplied by captive power generators (diesel) were 39 %, 29.4 % and 23.92 % for 2004, 2005 and
2006 respectively, The study also revealed that, the averdge co.st of the product usirltg electricity supplied by PHCN
and diesel dufing outages is N1.66 per litre of the products, while energy cost per litre of the product witltout
interruption in supply by PHCN is PJ 0.625. Howeve4 if the company had relied on diesel alone, the cost of product
per litrc would have been N2.498.

The study concluded that, though, electricity supplied by PHCN is cheaper, tlte conpuny would have lost about
47.86 % of its expected profit, if the compc,ny had depended solely s11 the power supplietl by PHCN due to incessant
interruptiotr in her supply.
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INTRODUCTION
Energy is very vital for the development of

any nation, including Nigeria, As rightly noted by
Megbowon and Adewale (2002), energy and its
utilization constitute the transforming agent, which has
taken mankind from its primitive start to the present
state civilization. The demand for energy for domestic
and indusnial application keeps on in creasing at a fast
rate. Expgctedly, the cost of energy is also increasing
at a rate which has become a source of wony to energy
ma)iagers, users and engineers (Adegoke and
Akintunde, 1997). The energy situation in the country
is pathetic and proactive measures must be taken to
rescue the situation. For example, there are incessant
hikes in prices of petroleum products in Nigeria,
especially ibr the past ten years. Wood, in form of
twigs and charcoal, accounts for about 5l % of the
totnl annual energy consumption. The other sources of
energy include natural gas (5.2 %), hydroelectricity
(3.1 %) and petroleum products (4.13 Vo),, (Akinbami,
200 r ).

There is a causs for alarm as far as the
hydropower generation in Nigeria is concerned. The
total hydropower generation in the country is less than
3000 MW and on May 2,2008, it was reported that the

generation dropped from 3000 MW to as low as 875
MW (FRCN,2008).

In Nigeria, the generation, transmission,
distribution and marketing of electricity are managed
by Power Holding Company of Nigeria. There are the
national grid and rural electrification schemes.
However, the supply is anyhing but reliable, There are
incessant power outages by PHCN, which translated
into unavailability and unreliability of electrical supply
and this consfitutes a major energy problem to our
industries. This had led to capacity under-utilization of
equipment and machineries and in some cases; it had
led to dearth of many small and medium-scale
industries. Therefore, most manufacturing and
processing industries still rely on captive power
generators for their electrical energy needs. Tlre need
for the management of energy therefore arises and this
involves the measurement of energy consumed by the
various subunits of a system. This becomes imperative
in order to obtain useful information for controlling
energy usage within prescribed boundaries and to
determine relative efficiencies of machine (Alabe.
19e4).

A few researchers had worked on the energy
situation in Nigeria. For example, Megbowon and
Adervale (2002) investigated on the effects of failure
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of NEPA electricity on the finance of small and
medium-scale industries in Nigeria, where they
concluded in their study that, 30 % of the expenditure
on electricity would be saved, if there were no
perennial power cuts by PHCN. Alabe (2003) noted
that the perennial power cuts, which translate into
unavailabil ity and unreliabil ity of electricity supply
constitute a major energy problem. The study
concluded that, the energy cost which contributes as
much as 25 Yo of the total expenses could be brought to
a lower value, if companies could properly manage
theil energy usage to counteract the effect ofperennial
power cuts by PHCN.

Okoye (2003), nor only indicted pHCN for
perennial power cuts, but also blamed the company for
poot' power quality, which has negative impact on
elecfrical and electronic equipment. However, he went
further to blame consumers and culprits (through a
large scale illegal connection, vandalization) for the
mess we wefe experiencing with PHCN.

Jekayinfa (2004) collected historical data on
petrol, diesel and electricity consumption and used it to
determine the general trend of energy uti l izatioh
patterns in 'relation to palm-kernel oil industry in
selected oil mills in Osun and Oyo States of Nigeria.
The study concluded that, electrical energy
conDumption in each of the mills investigated is lower
than thermal energy due to irregularity and decline in
electricity supply from the national grid.

The aim of this woik was to compare energy
fior:r electricity generation through the use of captive
pou,er geherators (diesel) and hydro-power supplied by
the national grid.

MA.TERIALS AND METHODS
In the process of carrying out the study, the

industry complex of 7up bottling company was visited
several times. Useful information was obtained from
records available in the company from relevant
authority. Records of generators for ninety days were
recr)rded rvith a vjerv to calculating the average hours
of 1;enerators use per day (Table l). Among other data
collected are: (i) The working hours per day (ii) Total
product output for three years. (iii) The energy
consumption on both hydro-electricity and fuel. (iv)
Actual diesel consumptions by generators and (v)
PHCN tariff used for industry (vi) Cenerators'
maintenance cost. .

The amount of electricity used by the two
sources was estimated and the cost of supplying this
electricity from PHCN and from generators was
calculated, Bquivalent energy for the two sources of

Table 2: C

supply was determined in accordance with Chand
(1 9ee).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The results of various calculation made are as

presented in Tables l-4. The existing record fi.om the
company showed that the total production hours per
annum are 4995 hours out of which 2608.32 hours
came from PHCN, while an average of 2386.68 hours
was being used for production with captive power
generators (diesel) as a source. From the study, it was
found that the percentages of energy supplied by
PHCN for 2004,2005 and 2006 were 6l %0.70.76 o/o

and 76.08 o/o respectively. In the similar manner, the
conesponding values obtained for percentage energy
supplied by captive power generators (diesel) were 39
%, 29.24 Yo and 23.92 % for 2004, 2005 and 2006
respectively.

Also, finding showed that, hydro-electricity
contributed 12,2 o/n, 18.2 % and 16.4 % of the total
cost of en€rgy of the company for years 2004,2005
and 2006 respectively. The results also showed that,
aver3ge cost of energy per litre of the prodLrct
produced by the company using electricity supplied by
PHCN and energy from captive power generators
(diesel) was N1.66 (Table 3) for the 3 years under
rcview, whereas if there were no outages, the average
cost per litre of product would had been N0.625
(Table 3), On the contrary, using captive power
gerlerators (diesel) as sources of energy without
resulting to PHCN, would have attracted an average
cost of N2.498 per litre of product (Table 3).
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Parameter Unit
Year

2004 200s 2006
Elecnicity (PHCN)
Cost price per KWH
Total cost of elecricity (PHCI{)
Diesel consurnption (captive power)
Cost ofdiesel per litre
Cost of gerrerators maintenance
Total cost of caotive power (diesel)
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Table 3: Cost of energy from PHCN and captive power generators (diesel)

Table 4: Estlrnated annual profit using both sources ofenergy

C:ONCLUSIONS

From the study, the followiug conclusions can
be drawn:
( t) Incessant power cuts by PHCN had led to rise

in production cost, which resulted in
reduction in annual profit.

(:Z) Comparing the cost of energy per l i tre of the
product, it was discovered that, it is more
beneficial to the company to continue to use
the two available sources of energy supply.

(:1) Although, electricity from PHCN is cheaper
(|I 0.289/litre), the company stands to lose
about 47.86 Yo of the assumed profit, if it will
rely only on electricity from national grid
alone.

TTECOMMENDATION

The study is recommending to the
govemment that, there is the need to improve the
power generation in the country, since the present
:;000 tvflV being generated is grossly inadequate.
' l 'his 

must not be left to continue, as this wil l
firrther worsen thc prcsent low capacity under-
utilization, which may further lead to dearth of
rnany production and manufacturinp
c ompanies/industri es.
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Unit

Year
2004 200s 2006

Product
Product
Cost ofproduct per litre
Cost of energy used per liae using both sor.rces
Cosl of eaergy used per lire using electricity from PHCN without outages
Cost ofenergy ftom captive power generators alone
% of electricity (PHCI$
o/o of captive oower (diesel)
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